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Ag freshman dies in car accident
Angela Watkins
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A new study shows that
about half of the nation's
college faculty are now on
part-time contracts.
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Despite the hype — or
perhaps because of It —
“Cloverfleld’’ is an accurate
portrayal of modernity.
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Freshman Clhristopher Thomas Harvey, 18, was
killed in a car accident while home for the holi
days.
On Dec. 7, Harvey had just taken two finals
to complete his first c]uarter at Cal Poly when he
decided to make the four-hour drive nortli to his
home in Walnut Creek. Once home, Harvey vol
unteered to be a designated driver for a friend at a
party that night. He never made it home after the
party.
At 2:45 a.ni. on Dec. 8, Harvey and a passenger
were on their way,just a few blocks away from Har
vey’s childhood home, when the road curved. He
continued to drive straight and struck a raised dirt
embankment before the car then rolled multiple
lit
times and landed on its roof, preliminary police re
ports stated.
r
Firefighters were able to remove Harvey and the
*
19-year-old passenger from the car, but Harvey was
pronounced dead at the scene due to a blunt force
injury, the California Highway Patrol said.
Harvey grew up in Walnut Creek, Calif, east of
San Francisco. Since his childhood, he had been in
volved in a variety of sports but was especially ded
C O U R T E S Y P H O TO
icated to basketball and baseball. His father, Chris
Christopher Thomas Harvey, 18, was killed in a col topher Harvey, often coached his son in his athletic
lision near Walnut Creek, Calif, over winter break.
endeavors and described him as “scary smart.”

Harvey’s first-choice school was Cal Poly, where
he majored in bioresource and agricultural engi
neering, his father said.
“He got accepted to a lot of different schools,
but when he heard from Cal Poly, that was it,” his
father said.
During Flarvey’s short time at Cal Poly, he be
gan pledging with a fraternity, made many friends
and enjoyed school.
“He was a very likeable boy,” his father said.
“He seemed to get along with a lot of different
people from a lot of different backgrounds.” Har
vey was described as the person who would take
the new kid under his wing and help him feel
comfortable.
“1 really can’t put into words how amazing my
little brother was,” said his older sister Sarah Harvey,
who is also a student at Cal Poly.
In celebration of Harvey’s memory, his friends
at the Sierra Madre Residence Hall, where he lived
during his time at Cal Poly, had a game night on
Jan. 17. The group gathered to play Harvey’s favor
ite games, listen to his favorite music and eat some
of his favorite foods.
Harvey’s father said he would like his son to
be remembered “as a very good friend and an out
standing person.”
This is the sixth car accident that has resulted
in the death of a Cal Poly student within the past
year.
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Communication Institute will host a “Green
Media” conference Thursday that will feature
some of the top graphic communication pro
fessionals from across the nation.
Presented as part of International Printing
Week, the conference will focus on green poli
cies within the industry and will discuss what
i;^ being done to improve sustainable business
practices. The event will be free to all Cal Poly
students and staff.
“We want to promote the importance of
sustainability ^anci the importance of people
thinking about doing things that keep the en
vironment in mind and reduce waste,” Graphic
Communication Department Chair Harvey
Levenson said.
Donald Carli, senior research fellow with
the Institute for Sustainable Communication,
will be giving the keynote presentation cov
ering sustainability, climate change and the
evolution of greener graphic communication
supply chains. He is also the co-founder of SustainCommWorld, the organization presenting
the event and responsible for coordinating the
speakers.
“The schedule is comprised of six different
sessions and a lot of them will have panelists,”
said Lyndee Sing, Graphic Communication In
stitute program manager.“ It won’t be your typi
cal PowerPoint conference, but it will be very
active.”
With approximately 15 speakers in atten
dance, each session will include a wide range
of opinions and offer students new perspectives
regarding the green revolution currently hitting
the industry.
One session, titled “Bringing Greenery into
the Mainstream,” will discuss the challenges
ahead for the industry and will focus on what
designers, buyers, students and other stakeholdsee Conference, page 2

Veteran of the
Afghan and
Iraq wars Peter
Mohan
displays a
Combat
Infantryman
Badge attached
to his leather
jacket at a
veterans’
homeless
shelter in
Leeds, Mass.
STEVEN SENNE
A S S O C IA T E D PRESS

New generation of homeless
veterans emerges in wake of Iraq
Erin McClam
A SSO CIA TED PRESS

LEEDS, Mass. — Peter Mohan traces the path
from the Iraqi battlefield to this lifeless conference
room, where he sits in a kilt and a ("amp KillYourselfT-shirt and calmly describes how he became a
sad cliche: a homeless veteran.
There was a happy homecoming, hut then an
accident — car crash, broken collarbone. And then
a move east, close to his wife’s new job but away
from his best friends.
And then self-destruction: He would gun his
motorcycle to 1(K) mph and try to stand on the
seat. He would wait for his wife to leave in the
morning, draw the blinds and open up whatever
bottle of booze was closest.
He would pull out his gun, a .45-caliber, semi
automatic pistol. He would lovingly clean it, or
just look at it and put it away. Sometimes place it
in his mouth.
“I don’t know what to do anymore,” his wife,
Anna, told him one day. “You can’t be here any
more.”
Peter Mohan never did find a steady job after
he left Iraq. He lost his wife — a judge granted
their divorce this fall — as well as his friends and
his home, and now he is here in a shelter.
He is 28 years old. “People come back from
war different,” he offers by way of a summary.

This is not a new story in America: A young
veteran back from war whose struggle to rejoin
society has failed, at least for the moment, fighting
demons and left homeless.
But it is happening to a new generation. As the
war in Afghanistan plods on in its seventh year, and
the war in Iraq in its fifth, a new cadre of homeless
veterans is taking shape.
And with it come the questions: How is it that
a nation that became so familiar with the arche
typal homeless, combat-addled Vietnam veteran is
now watching as more homeless veterans turn up
from new wars?
What lessons have we not learned? Who is fail
ing these people? ("Ir is homelessness an unavoid
able byproduct of war, of young men and women
who devote themselves to serving their country
and then see things no man or woman should?
• • •
For as long as the United States has sent its
young men — and later its young women — off
to war, it has watched as a segment of them come
home and lose the battle with their own memo
ries, their own scars, and wind up without homes.
The Civil War produced thousands of wander
ing veterans. Frequently addicted to morphine,
they were known as “tramps,” searching for jobs
and, in many cases, literally still tending their
see Homeless, page 3
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Historians fear loss of Rev. Martin
Luther King s legacy to pop culture
Deepti Hajela
\SSO ( IM H ) l>kl SS

NHW Yt')KK — Nearly 40 years
after the assassination of the Kt‘v.
Martin I other King |r.. some say his
legacy is being frozen in a moment in
time that ignores the full complexity
of the man and his message.
“Everyisne knows — even the
smallest kid knows about Martin
I other King, and can say his most
famoos moment was that M have a
dream’speech,” said Henry' l.ooisTaylor Jr., professor of urban and regional
planning at the University of Mufi'alo.
“No one can go further than one sen
tence."
King was working on anti-poverty
and anti-war issues at the time of his
death. He had spoken out against the
Vietnam War and was in Memphis
when he was killed in April l ‘i6H in
support of striking sanitation workers.
King had come a long way from
the emwds who cheered him at the
1%3 March on Washington, when he
was introduced as “the moral leader of
our nation” and when he pmnounced
“I have a dream” on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial.
By taking on issues outside seg
regation, he had lost the support of
many newspapers and magazines, and
his relationship with the White House
had suffered, said Harvard Sitkoff, a
professor of history' at the University

of New 1lampshire w ho has written a
recently published book on King.
"} le was considered by many to be
a pariah,” Sitkoff said.
But he took on issues of poverty
and militarism because he considered
them vit.il "to make equality some
thing real and not just racial broth
erhood but equality in fact,” Sitkoff
said.
Scholarly study of King hasn’t
translated into the popular perception
of him and the civil rights movement,
said Richard ('ireeinvald, professor of
history at Hrew University.
"We’re living increasingly in a cul
ture of top 10 lists, of celebrity biopics
which simplify' the past ,is entertain
ment or mythology,” he said. “We lose
a view on what real leadership is by
compressing him down to one win
dow.”
That does a disservice to both
King and society, said Melissa HarnsLacewell, professor of politics and Af
rican-American studies at Princeton
University.
liy putting him on a pedest.iI of
perfection that doesn’t acknowledge
his comple.x views, "it makes it im
possible both for us to find new lead
ers and for us to aspire to leadership,”
Harris-Lacewell said.
She believes it’s important for
Americans in 2(K)H to remember how
disliked King w.» before his death in
April 1%8.

"If we forget that, then it seems
like the only people we can get be
hind must be popular,” Harris-Lace
well said.“Following King meant fol
lowing the unpopular road, not the
popular one.”
In becoming an icon. King’s legacy
has been used by people all over the
political spectrum, said Cilenn Mc
Nair, assisciate professor of history at
Kenyon ('ollege.
He’s been part of the 2(108 presi
dential race, in which Barack C^bama
could be the country’s first black pres
ident. Obama has invoked King, and
Sen. John Kerry endorsed Obama by
s.iying “Martin Luther King said that
the time is always right to do what is
right.”
Not all the references have been
received well. Sen. Hillary Rodham
(Minton came under fire when she
was quoted as saying King’s dream of
racial etjuality was realized only when
l*resident Lyndon B. Johnson signed
the Civil Rights Act of 1%4.
King has “slipped into the realm of
symbol that people use and manipu
late for their own purposes,” McNair
said.
Harris-Lacewell said that is some
thing people need to push back
against.
“It’s not OK to slip into flat mem
ory of who 1)r. King was, it does no
justice to us and makes him to easy to
appropriate,” she said.

SLO Macintosh Users Group m eeting
What: The group will host speaker Gary Lauterback, a
repair technician at the Apple store in downtown San Luis
(Mbispo.
Where: SLO Recreation Center, room A
When:Tuesday at 7 p.m.
(Questions? E-inail Einar Berg at einar3888@sbcglobal.net
Poly Canyon Village Inform ation Sessions
What: University Housing is hosting information sessions
for off-campus freshmen interested in living in the new Poly
Canyon Village residence halls next year. Attending a session
is mandatory to enter the lottery process.
Where: Sierra Madre Re.sidence Hall main lounge
When: Wednesday and Thursday from 6 to 7 p.m.
Questions? Call University Housing at 756-1226
Engineering Careers in Sustainability
What: Gain insight into careers in sustainability from a
panel o f employer representatives. There will also be oppor
tunities for the representatives to look over resumes. A com
plimentary lunch is included.
Where: Building 7 (Advanced Technology Labs)
When:Thursday from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Questions? Call Career Services at 756-250V
Perez H ilton speaks at Poly
What: ASI Events presents celebrity blogger Perez Hilton
who will be speaking all about celebrities and staying after
ward for a meet-and-greet session. The event is free to all
students and costs $10 for community members.
Where: Chumash Auditorium
When'.Thursday at 8 p.m.
Questions? Call ASI Events at 756-1112
Free craft Friday
What: The ASI Craft O u te r is hosting Free Craft Friday
this week and students can show up and learn how to make
candles.
Where: The Craft (Mentor tsn the first door of the Univer
sity Union
When: Friday from 1 to 4 p.m.
(Questions? (Mill the Craft Center at 756-1266
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ers can do to help ensure a sustain
able futiue.
“Greener Expectations: The
New Normal” is another pan
el discussion that will be led by
supply management profession
als and will explain the changing
expectations for the industry and
the impact that new sustainability
guidelines will have on the future
of print and other communication
media.
Both of these are important is
sues. seeing that the graphic comnumication industry consumes a
mass amount of energy and re
sources through production each
year and produces large anunmts
of greenhouse gas emissions and
solid waste as a result.

1 he event will take place in
Harman Hall at the IVrforming
Arts Center from 8:(in a.m. to
4:1.5 p.m. Students are encouraged
to attend the d.iylong event, which
costs regular attendees S3‘L5 but o
free with a (!al Poly 11).
.A reception and banquet will
follow at the Embassy Suites Ho
tel after the d.iy’s events and will
feature U.S. public printer Robert
C.. Tapella, who w ill discuss w hat
the U.S. government is doing to
promote green policies.
“ It’s important that people arc
continually aware and helping to
reduce waste and global warming
to make sure that the world exists
for future generations,” l.evenson
said.
1 he cost of the banquet will
not be covered, but students are
still welciime to participate at then
ow n expense.
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wounds.

More than a decade after the end of World War 1, the “Bo
nus Army” descended on Washington — demanding immedi
ate payment on benefits that had been promised to them, but
payable years later — and were routed by the U.S. military.
And, most publicly and perhaps most painfully, there was
Vietnam: Tens of thousands of war-w'eary veterans, infamously
rejected or forgotten by many of their own fellow citizens.
Now it is happening again, in small but growing numbers.
For now, about l,5(K) veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan
have been identified by the Department of Veterans Adairs.
About 400 of them have taken part m VA programs designed
to target homelessness.

“And being in a situation where you have these lEDs, ev
erywhere's a combat zone. There’s no really safe zone there. 1
think that all is just a stew for post-traumatic stress disorder.”
Others point to something more difficult to define, some
thing about American culture that — while celebrating and
honoring troops in a very real way upon their homecoming
— ultimately forgets them.
This is not necessarily due to deliberate negligence. Perhaps
because of the lingering memory ofVietnam, when troops re
turned from an unpopular war to face open hostility, many
Americans have taken care to express support for the troops
even as they solidly disapprove of the war in Iraq.
But it remains easy for veterans home from Iraq for several
years, and teetering on the edge of losing a job or home, to slip
into the shadows. And as their troubles mount, they often feel
increasingly alienated from friends and family members.

The 1,.S00 are a small, young segment o f an estimated
330,000 veterans in the United States who were homeless at
some point in 2000, the most recent year for which statistics
are available, according to the National Alliance to Find Flome1ess 11ess.

Still, advocates for homeless veterans use words like “surge”
and “onslaught" and even “tsunami” to describe what could
happen in the coming years, as both wars continue and thou
sands of veterans struggle with post-traumatic stress.
People who h.ive studied postwar trauma say there is always
a lengthy gap between coming home — the time of parades
.ind backslaps aiul “ Fhe Boys .Are Back in Fown” on the local
FM station — and the nuiments of utter darkness that leave
some ot them homeless.
In that time, usually a period of years, some veterans focus
on the horrors they saw on the battlefield, or the friends they
lost, or whv on earth thev themselves deserved to come home
at all.They self-medicate, develop addictions, spiral down.
How — or perhaps the better question is why — is this
happening again?
“I really wish 1 could answer that question,” says Anthony
Belcher, an outreach supervisor at New Directions, which
conducts monthly sweeps o f Skid Kow in Los Angeles, iden
tifying homeless veterans and trying to help them get over
addictions.

“Its the same question I've been asking myself and every
one around me. I'm like, wait, wait, hold it, we did this before. 1
don't know how our society can allow this to happen again.”
• • •
Mental illness, financial troubles and difficulty in finding
affordable housing are generally accepted as the three primary
causes of homelessness among veterans, and in the case of Iraq
and Afghanistan, the first has raised particular concern,
Iraq veterans are less likely to have substance abuse prob
lems but more likely to suffer mental illness, particularly posttraumatic stress, according to theVeterans Administration. And
that stress by itself can trigger substance abuse.
Some advocates say there are also some factors particular to
the Iraq war, like multiple deployments and the proliferation
of improvised explosive devices, that could be pulling an early
trigger on stress disorders that can lead to homelessness.
While many Vietnam veterans began showing manifesta
tions of stress disorders roughly 10 years after returning from
the front, Iraq and Afghanistan veterans have shown the signs
much earlier.
That could also be because stress disorders are much better
understood now than they w'ere a generation ago, advocates
say.
“There’s something about going back, and a third and a
fourth time, that really aggravates that level of stress,” said Mi
chael Blecker, executive director of Swords to Plowshares,” a
San Francisco homeless-vet outreach program.
-

STEVEN SENNE

a s s o c ia t e d p r e s s

Veteran Mike Tally walks through the main entrance of a
veterans’ homeless shelter in Leeds, Mass. Tally did two
tours of duty in Iraq while serving with the Marine Corps.
“War changes people,” says John Driscoll, vice president for
operations and programs at the National Coalition for Home
less Veterans. “Your trust in people is strained.You’ve been sep
arated from loved ones and friends. The camaraderie between
troops is very extreme, and now you feel vulnerable.”
TheVA spends about $265 million annually on programs
targeting homeless veterans. And as Iraq and Afghanistan vet
erans face problems, theVA will not simply “wait for 10 years
until they show up,” Pete Dougherty, the VA’s director of
homeless programs, said when the new figures were released.
“We’re out there now trv’ing to get everybody we can to
get those kinds of services today, so we avoid this kind of prob
lem in the future,” he said.
• • •
These are all problems defined in broad strokes, but they
cascade in very real and acute ways in the lives of indiv'idual
veteran^.
Take Mike tally. He thinks back now to the long stretches
in the stifling Iraq heat, nothing to do but play Spades and
count flies, and about the day insurgents killed the friendly
shop owner who sold his battalion Pringles and candy bars.
He thinks about crouching in the back of a Humvee watch

Yahoo poised to lay off hundreds
ASSOCI ATED PRESS

SUNNYVALE, Calif. — Yahoo
Inc. is poised to lay otf hundreds
of workers as part of the slumping
Internet icon’s effort to sharpen its
focus and boost its sagging stock, .ac
cording to published reports.
The New York Times and The
Wall Street Journal both reported
Yahoo’s cost-cutting plans Monday,
citing people familiar with the mat
ter.
Precisely how many of Yahoo’s
roughly 14,(X)0 employees will lose
their jobs hasn’t been determined,
the newspapers said. A final decision
could be announced Jan. 29 when
Yahoo executives are scheduled to
review the Sunnyvale-based com

pany’s fourth-quarter results.
The payroll purge was first re
ported over the weekend by Silicon
Valley insider, a blog focused on inwstments in technology and media.
The blog said Yahoo had drawn up a
list of l,.5fM) to 2,500 jobs that could
be eliminated, but Monday’s reports
indicated management doesn’t ex
pect the cuts to be that deep.
A Yahoo spokeswoman didn’t
immediately return calls seeking
comment Monday.
It won’t come as a surprise itYahoo
jettisons workers, said Global Equi
ties Research analyst Trip Chowdhry.
He believes Yahoo has room to trim
its work force by about 5 percent,
or 700 employees, after phasing out
some of its services, such as auctions

and photos, during the past year.
“It’s natural for them to truncate
some at this point.” he said.
If several hundred employees are
dumped, it will mark Yahoo’s most
extensive layoff* since 2(K)1 when
the company was trying to battle
back from the dot-com bust.
Unlike then, Yahoo is profit
able now. But it hasn’t been making
enough money to keep Wall Street
happy.
Besides falling further behind
Silicon Valley rival Cioogle Inc. in the
lucrative Internet search and adver
tising market, Yahoo also has been
struggling to hold on to younger
Web surt'ers as they spend more time
at online hangouts like Facebook
and MySpace.

ing bullets crash into fuel tanks during his first firelight, and
about waiting back at base for the vodka his mother sent him,
dyed blue and concealed in bottles of Scope mouthwash.
It was a little maddening, he supposes, every piece of it, but
Lally is fairly sure that what finally cracked him was the bodies.
Unloading the dead from ambulances and loading them onto
helicopters. That was his job.
“I guess I loaded at least 20,” he says. “Always a couple at
a time. And you knew who it was. You always knew who it
was.If
It was in 2004, when he came back from his second tour in
Iraq with the Marine Cxirps, that his own bumpy ride down
began.
1le would wake up at night, sweating and screaming, and
during the d.iys he imagined people in the shadows — a state
the professionals call hypervigilence and Mike Lally calls “be
ing on high alert, all the time.”
His father-in-l.iw tossed him a job installing vinyl siding,
but the stress overcame him, and Lally began to drink..A little
rum in his morning coffee at first, and before he knew it he
was drunk on the job, and then had no job at all.
And now Mike Lally, still only 26 years old, is here, booted
out ot his hoi;se bv Ins wife, padding around in an old I-shirt
and sweats at a Leeds shelter called Soldier On, trying to get
sober and perhaps, on a d.iy he can envisii)u but not yet grasp,
get his home and tamily and life back.
“I was trying to live every day in a fog.” he s.iys, reflecting
between spits of tobacco juice. “I'd think 1 was back in there,
see people popping out ot windows. Any loud noise would set
me off It still does.”
• • •
Soklier On is staffed entirely by homeless veterans. A hand
ful w ho fought in Iraq or Afghanistan, usually six or seven at a
time, mix with dozens from Vietnam. Its presii.lent.Jack I )owning, has spent nearly four decades working with addicts, the
homeless and the mentally ill.
Next spring, he plans to open a limited-equity coopera
tive in the western Massachusetts city of Pittsfield. Formerly
homeless veterans will live there, with half their rents going
into individual deposit accounts.
Downing is convinced that ushering homeless veterans
back into homeow nership is the best way out of the pattern
of homelessness that has repeated itself in an endless loop, war
after war.
“ It’s a disgrace,” Downing says. “You have served your
country, you get damaged, and you come back and we don’t
take care of you. And we make you prove that you need our
services.”
“And how do you prove it?” he continues, voice rising in
anger. “You prove it by regularly failing until you end up in a
system where you’re identified as a person in crisis. That has
shocked me.”
Even as the nation gains a much better understanding of
the types of post-traumatic stress disorders suffered by so many
thousands of veterans — even as it learns the lessons ofViet
nam and tries to learn the lessons of Iraq — it is probably
impossible to foretell a day when young American men and
women come home from wars unscarred.
At least as long as there are wars.
But Driscoll, at least, sees an opportunity to do much better,.
He notes that theVA now has more than 2(K) veteran ad
justment centers to help ease the transition back into society,
and the existence of more than 900VA-connected community
clinics nationwide.
“We’re hopeful that five years down the road, you’re not
going to see the same problems you saw after the Vietnam
War,” he says. “If we as a nation do the right thing by these
guys.”
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Nearly 50 white separatists rally where 20,000
‘Jena 6 ’ supporters marched m onths earlier
about 2,H(M)) have been in the news
ever since six black teenagers were ar
rested in the beating of a white class
About 50 white separatists protest mate at Jena High School in Decem
ed tlie Martin Luther King Jr. holi ber 2(M)6.
About 2(),(MKI people peacefully
day Monday in this tiny town, which
was thrust into the spotlight months marched in support of the so-c.illed
ago hy 20,(MK> demonstrators who Jena Six in September, and MoiuLiy s
claimed prosecutors discriminated demonstration was organized in op
position to both the teenagers and the
against blacks.
Police separated participants in King holiday.
Five of the black teens were origi
the "pm-majorify” rally orgiinized by
ASSO CIATED PRJÙSS
the Learned, Miss.-based National nally charged with attempted murder, Michael Brown, of West Monroe, La., holds a Ku Klux Klan flag. Brown
ist Movement from a racially mixed leading to accusations that they were
is a self-proclaimed member of the Ku Klux Klan.
group of about KM) counter-dem being prosecuted harshly because of
onstrators outside the LaSalle Parish their race, (diarges have since been
ing “Justice for Justin,” referring to live if you’re black or white. We’d just
Courthouse. There was no violence reduced.
Justin
Barker, the white teen beaten in all like to see things settle down.”
C.ritics of the pn>secutor have not
and one arrest, of a counter-demon
Rev. A1 Sharpton, an organizer
ed that months before the beating, no the school attack.“! hasen’t seen any
strator.
of
the September march, preached
one
else
I
know.”
Chants of “No KKK” from the charges were filed against three other
A few locals, black and white, at a Jena church Sunday but was not
mostly college-age counter-demon white students accused of hanging
among the counter-demonstrators;
strators were met with a chant from nooses — seen as signs of racial intim watched from the sidelines.
“1 wanted to see what was go he said he had prior commitments.
the separatists that contained a racial idation — in a tree at the high school,
Some of the Nationalist support
rhe pnssecutor has said that the noose ing on. I’ve heard a lot about it,” said
epithet.
ers
were armed despite a call from
Cdaarles
Bailey,
a
white
5S-year-old
At one point, dozens of state police hangings, while “abhorrent,” violated
Jena resident.“It looks like a big waste Barrett to leave guns behind.
forced back about K) people, dressed no state law
Acting LaSalle Parish SherilT
Many Jena residents said that cov of my tax money.”
in New Black Panther uniforms, who
Police fn)in several organizations, Scott Franklin told a father and son
had giithered annind a podium where erage of the controversy last year un
including
Louisiana State Police and from Tioga, about 30 miles from
the separatist gixnips leader Richard fairly portr.iyed them as racists, and
that Barretts group brought renewetl at least tbax* parish sheritFs depart Jena, to put away two shotguns.
Barrett was to speak.
One man who broke aw.iy fmm unwanted .ittention. OiiK’ when faced ments. were on hand. Snipers staked Franklin allowed them to continue
that group w.is arresteti and booked w ith .1 l.iwsuit dill the town dri>p .1 le- out the roofs of buildings across the to wear holstered sidearms, but Jena
Police C-hief Paul Smith told D.ivid
with batters on a police ofricei and (.juirement that the Nationalists post a street from the courthouse.
Dupre
Jr. and his father that they
Jena
resident
1
)ayiia
Brown,
a
black
■
S
1
(1
,1
K
M
I
securits'
bond
for
a
permit.
resistiiui arrest; authorities identified
Almost all the demonstrators and wDinan w ho made a scrapbook on the would have to put away all weapons
him as VLilliam Winchester Jr. ot New
Orleans and said he was a member of counter-demonstrattirs .ippeareil to September protest, had her canieiM in during the march, under Louisiana
hand Mond.iy She said she was ready law.
the New Black I’anthers. Members be from outside ofJena.
to
see Jena’s time in the spotlight end.
“I’m here to protest black-on“I’d like to see more people from
of the group at the scene declined to
“I'm hoping this is the last of it,” wiiite crime.” David Dupre Sr., 53,
Jena here.“ said Cîeorge Ferguson,a locomment.
Brow
n s.iid. “Jena's not a bad place to told reporters.
Race relations in Jena (population c.il resilient who wore a 1-shirt read
Mary Foster
ASMX IM K I) IMlhSS

CORO NA (AP) — Author
ities tried Monday to learn why
two small planes collided over
a row of businesses, dropping a
macabre shower o f debris and
body parts and killing someone
inside an auto dealership when
one o f the aircraft punctured the
roof.
All four people aboard the
two aircraft also were killed in
the crash on Sunday, a clear, crisp
afternoon that seemed ideal for
flying.
The Riverside County Coro
ner’s Office identified the dead
as Scott Gayle Lawrence, 55, of
Cerritos; Paul Luther Carlson,
73, also of Cerritos; Brandon
William Johnson, 24, o f Costa
Mesa; Anthony Joel Guzman, 20,
o f Hesperia; and Earl Smiddy,
58, o f Moreno Valley.
Smiddy W'as crushed in the
car dealership. The other four
were in planes, with two in each
aircraft.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Police say a day manager arrived
for the morning shift at a San
Mateo TGI Frid.iy’s to find a
slain employee on the floor.
San Mateo police Lt. Mike
Bruihcardi said the victim was
found at the restaurant Monday
morning, showing clear signs
of trauma. He was pronounced
dead at the scene.
Authorities did not release
the name of the victim or say
how or where they believe he
was killed.

F resno M adera
Farm Credit
Working on the farm isn't the only way to work in
agriculture. Consider an internship.

Daily Exp ress Shuttle
• Luxury M otor C oaches

N o w A c c e p t in g
At Fresno Madera Farm Credit
working in farming and
ranching isn’t just a job; It’s a
way of life.
The more you get to know us,
the more you’ll understand that
no one is more dedicated to
agriculture and the values of the
people who work in this
industry than the individuals at
Fresno Madera Farm Credit.

R esum es fo r S um m er
I n t e r n s h ip s
(12 Week Paid Program)
FMFC is seeking top college
candidates who are looking for a
unique opportunity to learn and
experience agriculture lending and
appraisal.
In our program, you will receive
valuable field experience that can only
be gained through hands on training.

V isit u s to d a y at the C al Poly A c S how case
l.ocMi 1) i\ INI ( ’iii'M xsii Ai d h o k h \i

• Roomy, Reclining Plush Seating
• Satellite TV & XM^ Radio
• C lean, C onvenient Restroom
• Cal Poly Pickup & Drop off
• Service Provided by S ilverado Stages

Convenient • Comfoi [able
Stress-Free • Economical
For Information Call 805-545-8400
Reservations Required •Fares, Schedules & On-Line Booking at:

www.C€ms(Flyw,com
lotem«( Far«

PSC 9069

Take a break!
a n d visit

mustangdaily.net
® p h o to s lid es h o w s
e po dcasts
o send letters to th e edito r
o p o st s to ry c o m m e n ts

Wire E ditor: Christina Casci
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Colleges rely more on part-time profs but do little to stop the cycle
Nonetheless, universities keep
Hooding the academic pipeline.
The latest federal d.it.i show .ibout
45,()< I Bli.l ).s were awaiileii in 2<n>52fi(i(). .^.1 percent higher than the
year beriire. It wa^ tne rourtn '■tr.iight
mcre.ise and tied for the iugnest percent.ige gam since
f'acults like h.u ing gr.idiute stu
dents around. I hes re good inteilectual comp.mions. .md thev bolster .i
protessors rese.iivh efforts.

Nancy Z uckerbrod
Vsson \l 11) I'RI ss
C
studonts arc getting a raw
deal. .1 recent New York report .is-■rted. I he problem is the\ re lakiha
too main ci.isses trom p.iii-ame. or
..lUinct. protessors.
Blit that same report uiiwittmc1\ revealed somethiiirt about how
hiuher ediicatii>n is more ciilp.ible
than it likes to admit when it comes
to creatiiui the problem.
The issue is a hupe one in hipher
education tar beyond .New York,
w ith about halt' ot' the nation's col
lege taculty now on part-time con
tracts. Adjuncts are cheaper tor col
leges. but they often lack the time
and resources for focused teaching,
and research shows students’ perfor
mance sutfers if they are taught by
part-timers too often.
In its report last month, a 30member commission called for
New York’s state (SUNY) and city
(C'UNY) systems to alleviate the
over reliance on adjuncts by hir
ing 2,()()0 more full-time faculty for
their 87 campuses.
But just one page away, the report
also called for adding at least 4,0()()
new doctoral students.
There’s a connection between
those numbers that deserves more
attention.
In many fields, there are already
too many Ph.D.s awarded for the
full-time academic posts available,
creating a surplus of likely jobseek
ers. That pool becomes adjuncts,
who command wages and benefits

A-SSOClAl h l) Pkl.SS

Baltimore Polytechnic In.stitiite students Shakeara Jordan, left, Briana Jones, center, and Janay Kittrell, right,
work together on a math problem while substitute teacher Amon Carter, far back, teaches the class.
so low that universities find them ir
resistible hires.
"It's not uncommon to have a
disconnect like this in higher edu
cation, in which people are both
concerned about the difficult ca
reer prospects being faced by recent
Ph.l). graduates and concerned there
aren’t enough Ph.l). students,” said
Michael Teitelbaum, of the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation.
The ideas, he said, “often don’t
get connected. It’s puzzling.”
Adds Jeff Crane, an adjunct who
teaches two art courses at SUNYNew Paltz: “There’s this tendency to
turn a blind eye to things like that
and not make those kinds of equa
tions.”
O f course, some adjuncts have
other jobs and like working parttime. But many are adjuncts by ne
cessity. Crane, an artist, says he likes
working part-time so he can paint,
but thinks he should be paid equi
tably. He earns about $5,200 per se-

iiK'stLT for teaching two courses.
The national average for full-time
assistant professors is about $60,()()(»,
and $100,000 once they get tenure.
Crane says many of his colleagues
work mostly for the health insur
ance, which, unlike many places.
New Paltz offers to adjuncts.
Teitelbaum is quick to point out
New York may have good reasons to
add doctoral students.They will help
improve the state’s standing in the
research sector, and of course, many
may find work in the private sector.
But if they come seeking full
time professorial jobs, some will be
disappointed.
It’s well known that jobs in, say,
philosophy, are rare. Even at the very
top doctoral programs, only one in
10 who start will end up teaching at
an elite research university, according
to Brian Leiter, whose blog “Philo
sophical Gourmet” tracks the field.
In fields like history, recent num
bers show the market improving.

and there \\ ill be more jobs as bab\
boomers retire. But some fields like
American and European history still
have such a surplus that even com
munity colleges now commonly
look only at candidates with a doc
toral degree.
It’s not just humanities. Groups
such as the Business Roundtable
have grabbed headlines with urgent
warnings about the need to ramp up
production of American scientists. In
fact,Teitelbaum testified to Congress
last year, there is no evidence of a
shortage of scientists and engineers
— particularly on the Ph.D. track.
In the life sciences, the U.S. is
awarding twice as many doctorates
as two decades ago, but has no more
faculty jobs, according to one recent
study that prompted the journal Na
ture to editorialize that “too many
graduate schools may be preparing
too many students.” A 1998 Nation
al Research Council made much the
same warning.

h.irticul.irly m the scieiKfs, rhev
also often come with funding fron
sources such as the Nation.il Insiitutes o f Health, which doubled its
budget between 1998 and 2(>(>3.

But funding usually leads to more
slots tor gradu.ite students, not for
professors. Lhat's why the percent
age of science Ph D.s moving on to
“post-docs” (temporary university
posts where they do research while
continuing to apply for faculty jobs)
is surging — from 43 percent to 70
percent in physics, for instance, in
just a few years.
C^f course, universities could cut
back on using adjuncts and pony up
for better wages and more full-time
jobs. Some, like Rutgers in New Jer
sey, have agreed to add tenure-track
positions, and the American Federa
tion of Teachers is pushing for leg
islation in 11 states to require more
teaching come from full-timers.
But with universities already un
der fire for skyrocketing prices, it’s
probably unrealistic to expect most
will pay more than the going rate for
a captive labor pool.

National Briefs
W ASH INGTON (AP) —
Barack Obama challenged Bill
Clinton’s truthfulness Monday in a
deepening feud with the husband
of Obama’s Democratic presiden
tial rival.
Obama’s rebuke of the former
president, who is still extremely
popular with Democrats, came on
the holiday honoring Martin Lu
ther King Jr., when both Bill and
Hillary Rodham Clinton focused
on the civil rights leader.
In an interview on ABC,
Obama twice questioned Bill
Clinton’s veracity.
“I have to say just broadly, you
know, the former president, who
I think all of us have a lot of re
gard for, has taken his advocacy on
behalf of his wife to a level that
I think is pretty troubling. You
know, he continues to make state
ments that aren’t supported by the
facts, whether it’s about my record
of opposition to the war in Iraq,
or our approach to organizing in
Las Vegas,” Obama said on “Good
Morning America.”
• • •
SO U T H
C H A RLESTO N ,
W.Va. (AP) — A gas station clerk
is accused of defrauding her boss
out of nearly $5(),(K)0 by selling
fuel to her family and friends for a
tenth of a penny a gallon.
Police arrested 25-year-old
Madeline Jordan on Sunday —
along with her mother, brother, a
cousin and two others — after set
ting up a sting at the BP station in
South Charleston.
The station’s owner told police
last week he had noticed a signifi
cant drop in his income and found
receipts that listed the deeply dis

counted rate.
• • •
• C H A R L O T T E , N.C. (AP)
— This charity concert might
stink no matter how well its sing
ers perform.
Organizers at a Charlotte night
club said they will place a portable
toilet on stage for performers dur
ing a Wednesday concert in sup
port of a local food pantry.
WSOC-FM program director
D.J. Stout said the singers will per
form at the same time. He said he
didn’t want any of them sneaking
off stage while the others perform,
so if anyone has to go to the bath
room, the Porta-Jon will be right
there.
They also will have a personal
waitress.
• • •
ELLSW ORTH, Maine (AP)
— His lottery ticket was a $1,(KK)
winner, but police have seized it
saying it was bought with proceeds
from an illegal drug sale.
Michael David, who had been
staying at an Ellsworth motel, sold
four lO-milligram methadone
pills for $15 each last week. Police
Chief John Deleo said. He then
went to a convenience store and
bought lottery tickets and other
merchandise and went back to his
motel room, where he was busted.
“I guess it will be up to a judge
to decide, but it’s in our posses
sion right now as proceeds from
a drug transaction,” Deleo said of
the winning ticket.
David, 46, remained in custody
Monday in the Hancock County
Jail on drug trafficking charges. An
official at the jail said David was
not available for comment.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Stud} Awiiy ill the I S. \ ! 200 pailk ipating univci*siiics aiul tiillcgcs
U lU H f s .n M .O P 8

NSE provides:
•
•
•
•

Affordable in>state tuition rates
Multicultural experiences
H i^ degree of program compatibility
Honors Program exchanges

Reasons for exchanging:
• Explore new areas of study
• Experience personal growth
• Live in a different geographic location

ATTEND NSE INFORMATIONAL MEETING:
THURSDAY, JANUARY 24
11:10-12:00 NOON
BUILDING 3, RM. 209 (Business Bldg.)
Application deadline is February 20, 2008
Contacts: Monica Schechter. NSE Coordinator Study Abroad Otiicc 38-106
Shelly Steck, Asst. NSE Coordinator lEP Otììce 38-108 756-1477
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“How far into the quarter before you stop
reading your textbooks?”

M O N ROV IA, Liberia (AP)
— One of Liberia’s most notori
ous rebel commanders, known
as Cien. Ikitt Naked tor charging
into battle wearing only boots,
has returned to confess his role in
terrorizing the nation, saying he
is responsible for 20,000 deaths.

Com piled and photographed by C.ary C'onrady
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“ I only look a t th e m a t
?

f in a ls .”

“ I look a t th e m w h en I need
to prop up a ta b le or s o m e 
th in g , fo r s u r e .”

9
•

— Kevin Jones,

— Matthew Cobette,

p th e end o f th e q u a rte r, for
•

“ I rea d m in e a ll q u a rte r, but
le s s a fte r th e firs t m id te rm .”

— Whitney Schulze,

• biomedical engineering
^ sophmore

business senior

biomedical engineering
sophmore

"T m stru g g lin g w ith th a t
right now , th re e w e e k s into
th e q u a rte r. I h ave s e n io ritis
re a lly b a d . I’ve had s e n io ritis
for th e p a s t 4 1 / 2 y e a r s .”

— Arleen Paperny,

communication studies
senior
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Despite what you may have heard
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THANK YOU FOR HELPING TO END MARDI GRAS
VIOLENCE IN SLO. LET’S KEEP IT THAT WAY.
TO SUPPORT THE EFFORT, SPECIAL LAWS WILL BE IN
EFFECT JANUARY 31 THROUGH FEBRUARY 6. YOU CAN EXPECT:
* Large number of additional law enforcement officers on duty
* DIM checkpoints
• Fines tripled citywide for alcohol and party violations
• Up to $1,000 fines for excessive noise
* Special fines in effect for flashing and nudity
• Strict enforcement of laws

Help keep San Luis Obispo a safe place for everyone.

www.MardiGrasSLO.com

city op san luis OHspo

Joshua Milton Ulahyi, who
now lives in (¡liana, returned
last week to face his homeland’s
truth and reconciliation com 
mission, this time wearing a suit
and tie. His nom de guerre is de
rived from his platoon’s practice
o f ch.M"ging naked into battle, a
technique meant to terrify the
enemy.

“I could be electrocuted. I
could be hanged. 1 could be
given any other punishment,”
the 37-year-old Hlahyi said in a
weekend interview following his
truth commission appearance last
week. “Hut 1 think forgiveness
and reconciliation is the right
way to go.”
• • •
STO C K H O LM ,
Sweden
(AP) — A Swedish university
has received $59(),()()() in research
funds to measure the greenhouse
gases released when cows belch.
About 2(1 cows will partici
pate m the project run by the
Swedish University for Agricul
tural Sciences in Uppsala, about
40 miles north of Stockholm, of
ficials said Monday.
('attle release methane, a
greenhouse gas believed to con
tribute to global warming, when
they digest their food. Research
ers believe the level of methane
released depends on the type of
food thev eat.
Project leader Jan Hertilsson
said that the cows involved in
the study will h.ive different diets
and wear a collar device measur
ing the methane level in the air
around them.
. He said ‘)5 percent of the
methane released by cows comes
out through the mouth.
• • •
RIYA DH, Saudi Arabia
(AP) — Women m Saudi Arabia
can now stay in a hotel or a fur
nished apartment without a male
guardian, according to a govern
ment decision that comes as the
country faces increasing criti
cism for its severe restrictions on
women.
The daily Al-Watan, which is
deemed close to the Saudi gov
ernment, reported Monday that
the ministry issued a circular to
hotels asking them to accept lone
women — as long as their infor
mation is sent to a local police
station.
The decision was adopted
after a study conducted by the
Interior Ministry, the Supreme
('ommission of Tourism and the
religious police authority known
as the Commission for the Prop
agation of Virtue and the Pre
vention of Vice.
Saudi women, under strict
Islamic law, suffer severe restric
tions on daily life; They are not
allowed to be anywhere with
an unrelated man, cannot drivx*,
appear befoa* a judge without
a male representative, or travel
abroad without a male guardian’s
permission.
<
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" ( 'Imcrtiflil" has, (ioin tlii.“ start, ati'omplislu'd Its goal. I rom the moment tlie first trailer iimitheially hit tile Internet, evervone from
finbms of tlie film’s pniilneer 1.1. .Abrams to the
‘ urioiis Internet surfers were hooked to .1 film
they didn’t ev-;-ii know the ii.iine of \et.
I hen i.ime the .letiul \ir.il m.irketiiu;: the
endless Web sites th.it pros ideil little bits ot 1 1 1 torm.ttion; the vuleo new s reports troiii around
the world of ,1 drilling rig olfthe eoast of New
York th.it had been ilestrowd; the MySpaee
p.iges tor the ih.ir.ieters, whieh, through profile
■.oinments, showed ili.ilogue prior to the tilm's
store; and on .iiid on.
And the marketing h.is onlv eontinued siiiee
the rele.ise of the film .is more images and tid
bits h.i\e been .idrled to these v.irious Web sites.
Hut the viral m.irketing served a greater purpose
— even greater than telling the rest of the film’s
story. The online eampaign served .is an e\perieiu e by itself th.it, w hen combined with the
film, became all too real and actually like a mir
ror for the audience.
Even I can admit that I fell into the whirl
wind of hype, mystery and excitement. And af
ter experiencing it all, 1 can gladly say I’ve been
awakened, refreshed and givvn a new perspec
tive.
For months I was hooked to every clue and
every rumored plotline 1 could learn. But why?
Why do we try to spoil the tun with entertain
ment today? Ever since “Survivor” started, this
has been the case. We simply can’t wait to know
who will be kicked off and wiU hunt down the
results online before the show even airs.
In the case of “Clovertield,” I had to know
more about the plot, not just to satiate my enor
mous curiosity but also to release a sense of fear,
to know that none of it was real and to be reas
sured it was all just movie.

mm m
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And cssciiti.illy it isjust .1 movie, even though
it’s better cl.issifieil .is something entirely ilitferent. It h.is .1 story about .1 group of friends who
host .1 going-away p.irty for their friend Kob.
The parts' is interrupted by a monster the size
of a skyscraper that emerges from the ocean and
wre.iks havoc on Manhattan as Rob’s friends
st.irt to disappear faster than you c.in imagine.
What this ultimately does, however, is makes the
core chanicter development nonexistent in the
film but Hither Hoating about in cybersp.ice on
MySp.ice pages and fike Web sites.
The film itself then is a retelling of Rob and
company’s .ittempt to escape the cits’ .is seen
tlmuigh their perspective, liter.illy
Shosvn tlmnigh the supposed lens of a
h.ind-held camcorder from the p.irty. “('loverfield” displ.iys .ill of the carnage and adrenalinerushing excitement th.it had been built up for
months. You’ll have to forget the fact that the
camcorder is the svorld’s most indestructible
camera, that the camera’s tape has infinite length,
that batteries hist all night and that filming it all
IS more important than life. You’ll also need to
h.is’c the stomach of a sailor to make it through
the beating you’ll get from having to svatch it in
first-person.
And much like the many “monster in a big
city” films before it, images of people breaking
into electronics stores and reptirters being vi
ciously mauled are all present in “Cloverfield.”
But what’s new to the mix is what Abrams and
director Matt Reeves were most interested in,
which is the way people in 2(K)8 react in situ
ations of fear and mass panic: they document it
and show it to the world in hope of securing a
digital legacy
As the Statue of Liberty’s head comes tum
bling down the streets of Manhattan, people
aren’t running in fear; instead, they’re whipping
out their Nokias (apparendy only Nokias exist
in Manhattan) to take pictures, record video and
know that they have something important to
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share with the world.
import.iiice and popularits' in society has only
And why is it that we love to document our grown larger since the advent otYouTube.When
lives so much? Sure, mothers love to photograph those fears and technology combine, you get that
every five minutes of their newborn baby’s life, which “Clovertield” has conveyed so perfectly in
but why do we believe that simply going out the l.ist several months.
to dinner with friends is worthy of an album of
And in the end, that is the bigger story'; there
50 photos on Facebook? In the ca.se of “Clover- is no government conspiracy, no epic tale of an
field,” why do we consider documenting more alien monster. It’s simply a cathartic experience
important than our own lives?
— one much like “United 93”— for Americans
Just take a look at C N N ’s iReports during to face their big, bad, metaphorical monster and
big events such as mall or school shootings, and attempt to let go of their fears in a visceral thrill
you’ll find plenty of cell phone videos — some ride that sadly ends all too soon.
times even of the shooters — when the film“Clovertield” did what last summer’s HB(')
takers should have been running for their lives.
series “Voyeur Project” was unable to do: create
So to truly enjoy “Cloverfield,” you have to a story that is spread out across the Internet and
look beyond the remarkable special effects and then comes together in one film to cast a mirror
view It for what it is; a thrillingYouTube-ian ac upon the audience.
count of fear. It’s Sept. 11 meets “Ciodzilla,” ex
While it’s ea.sy to blow it off as overhyped
cept filmed by the average Joe.
noresense with a brainless “story,” average act
And it’s ultimately not so much a reflection ing and a camera that has an 75 percent chance
of a culture but rather a byprcxluct. We all live of making you leave with a popcorn bag full of
in fear, whether it’s fear from terrorists, mon vomit, “Cloverfield” does have some redeeming
sters, or confusing relationships, and we try to 'qualities that, when looked at as a whole, from
document all of it, knowing that it will one day Its start to now, are worthwhile and will certainly
be published online. That sense of securing our be memorable.

C a t Pow er retu rn s w ith ‘Ju k e b o x ’ alb u m
Whitney Pow
M IC H IC A N IM IL Y (U . M K H IC A N )

COUHTESYPHOTO

Cat Fower’s newest album, '^Jukeboat,’*
in stores today, revamps old fimorites.

When you think of “New York,
New York.” the first thing that comes
to mind isn’t something “sexy.” The
song brings to mind Broadway, can
can dancers and hoards of Hawaiianshirted, binocular-necklaced tourists
running around frantically, hot dog
in one hand, small child in the other.
But when the slow and sultry bass
drum kicks up in Cat Power’s cover
of the same song on her most recent
album, “Jukebox,” the lights dim and
’20s-era “Great Gatsby” women ma
terialize as Chan Marshall, the genius

behind Cat Power, croons as if on
her fifth pack of cigarettes that day.
Her breathy, saturated voice reeks of
a woman’s languor on a long couch,
cocktail glass in hand. It’s too sexy.
“Jukebox” is Cat Power’s second
covers record, the first being 2(KK)’s
aptly named “The Covers Record,”
which held offering» such as a sin^e-guitar-and-voice version of The
Rolling Stones’s “(I Can’t Get No)
SatisfactionWhat’s different about
“Jukebox” is that, beginning with
Manhall’s astounding “The Great
est,” her songs became incredibly
lush with orchestration and fuller
production quality, no longer adher

ing to the “single eccentric woman
and guitar” formula. Now it’s the
“single eccentric woman and whole
fucking jazz band.”
The album consists of new, sur
prising (and perhaps eyebrow-raising)
renditions of sonji? by well-known
artists, including Janis Joplin, Hank
Williams, Joni Mitchell, Billie Holi
day, Bob I^ylan and even Cat Power
herself (the record has a new version
of “Metal Heart” from her 1998 al
bum “Moon Pix”). However, calling
them renditions is an understatement:
The songs are altered completely to
suit Cat Power’s smoky style. In fact,
all but the lyrics are almost com

pletely different. Yes, these songs are
the same ones you listened to on
your record player with your parents,
but intrinsically, they are not.
“Jukebox” contains a sultry and
compelling sound that’s hard to
create and keep in a covers record,
as the nature of covers records is
copycatting. It’s easy for the listener
to jump to track two, put down the
earphones and say, “I’ve heard this
before.” Instead, Marshall takes her
chops and smoky voice and wields
her songwriting abilities in ways that
re-tune the clavsic song^, allowing lis
teners to find new nuances and new
feelings in the old singles.
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Adam’s Grain Company
Agro Engineering
American AgCredit
American Civil Constructors
Amy’s Kitchen
Arborwell
Bank of the West
Benchmark Landscape
Blue Spruce Landscape
Brickman
Britz Fertilizers Inc.
Bronco W ine Company
California Exposition & State Fair
California Milk Advisory Board
California Mushroom Farm
Campbell Group LLC.
Cargill
Carson Landscape Industries
CCOF Organic Certification
Christopher Ranch, LLC
Church Brothers Produce
Circle Four Farms
Confidence Landscaping
Cooperative Agricultural Support Services
Crown Packing
Dole Fresh Vegetables
Dow AgroSclences
Driscoll's Strawberry Assoc.
Duda Farm Fresh Foods
E & J Gallo Winery
Earthbound Farm
Ecotab Inc.
Elanco Animal Health
Famous Software LLC
Farm Credit
Farm Credit West
Five Rivers Ranch Cattle Feeding
Foster Farms

Fresno Madera Farm Credit
Frito Lay
Gallo Sales Company
Gardener’s Guild
Gothic Grounds Management
J.D. Heiskell & Co.
J.G. Boswell Co
Jensen Corporation Landscape
Lextron Animal Health
Mission Produce Inc.
Monsanto
Nunhems USA Inc.
Nurserymen’s Exchange
Nutrition Physiology Corporation
Ocean Mist Farms
Odenberg Engineering
PacFresh Produce Inc.
Paramount Citrus
Peace Corps
Pismo Oceano Vegetable Exchange
Platinum Performance
Reiter Affiliated
RGS Service
S em in ìi Vegetable Seeds
Seneca Foods
Sierra Pacific Industries
Success Strategies
Sunview Vineyards of California, Inc.

Superior Farms
Tanimura and Antle

USDA Ag Marketing Service
ValleyCrest Companies

SOf’TWARE

Landscape Industries

Seminis.
A r b ()f\v e ll

professional tree management

WEST

Target Specialty Products

Taylor Farms
US Agriseeds

PARAMOUNT CITRUS

• ^
/

Weedman
ri'

Wells Fargo Bank

Wilbur Ellis
Woodside Electronics Corp
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Cal Poly Graphic C om m unication Graduate, Class o f 1991

MF.FT A CAL POLY GRAD
ROBERT C, TAPELLA
PUBLIC PRINTER OF THE UNITED STATES

Friday, January 25 at 8:00 a.m. | Graphic Arts Building 26, Room 104
Hear his journey
FROM CAL POLY TO HIS APPOINTMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
TO LEAD A FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY

Hear about
CAREERS AT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE | www.gpo.gov
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Elaborate ‘Secret History’
more than just murder
An elite college in a remote area of rural
Vermont. A small group o f affluent, improbably
intellectually gifted classics students. A charis
matic, quite possibly amoral leader o f the gmup.
A forceful professor and adviser to the group
curious to see just how much he can exert his
influence' over it. A
murder. Then another
murder. And, at the'
center of it all, a young
transplant student from
a modest background,
both enthralled by the
groups acceptance of
him and frightened by
the potential emotional
and psychological cost
o f its activities.
Such are the ele
ments o f Donna Tartt s
debut novel, “The Se
cret History,” in which
the narrator and pro
tagonist Richard Papen
recalls his long-ago days
at the college and their bloody consequences.
Critic A.O. Scott cleverly (and correctly) de
scribed the novel as “a murder mystery in re
verse.” Indeed, within the first few pages, we’re
told who was killed and by whom. The rest of
the boc>k proceeds to delve into the questions of
why and how the murder happened, and its im
pact upon the students. But the murder — and
other key, sometimes rather melodramatic plot
elements — is secondary to the book’s idiosyn
cratic tone and resonant thematic underpinnings
regarding the longing o f an outsider to be on the
inside of an exclusive clique. And don’t think the
previous reference to “sometimes rather melo
dramatic plot elements” is necessarily a criticism;
part of the book’s appeal lies in its skillful ability
to portray its more extreme moments with an
emotional honesty that makes them convincing,
and therefore all the more disturbing.

At 576 pages,Tartt’s novel rambles at more
than a few points. It’s also hard not to detect
a certain sense o f a young novelist’s eagerness
to show off her literary knowledge in ways
that feel ... well, a little show-offy.
Still, the fire o f the young artist burns
brightly in the prose,
which often achieves
a supple and hypnotic
pull, particularly in
the long section in
which Richard stays
in a cold and lonely
room
winter
break while the rest
o f the group goes
back to their consid
erably more com fort
able homes. Although
• not much “happens”
plot-wise during this
Quentin Dunne
section, Tartt writes
with such vividness
and lyricism it could
almost stand alone as
a short story. In interviews, the author has
spoken o f the influence poetry has had on
her prose style, and these chapters, with their
dreamy tone and revealing sense o f detail, il
lustrate just how well that influence can be
employed.
W hen “The Secret H istory” was published
in 1992, it was a huge best-seller that gar
nered generally ecstatic reviews. In the 16
years since, Tartt has written only one other
novel, “The Little Friend.” W hatever the rea
son for this gap (and there has been plenty o f
speculation about it), her debut work remains
a haunting and even sporadically moving ex
ploration o f a group simultaneously united
and isolated by their secret history.

for

Quentin Dtinite is a psYeliolo\’y ^rndnate sinlient iUid Mnstnin’ Daily hoots rei’inrci.

A WRAP winner again
Every year since 1995, Cal Poly Campus
Dining has been a Waste Reduction Awards
Program (WRAP) winner for its efforts to
reduce, reuse, recycle and buy recycled.
WRAP is an annual awards program that
was established in 1993 by the California
Integrated Waste M anagement Board to
recognize California businesses that have made
outstanding efforts to help move the state
toward a waste-free future. Realizing that the
business sector generates more of the State’s
waste, the purpose of the WRAP award is to
recognize companies that develop creative and
aggressive waste-reduction and sustainability
programs such as waste prevention, materials
reuse, recycling, recycled product procurement
and employee education.
Campus Dining has recently and most notably
made a move toward waste reduction and
sustainability by removing all polystyrene
(foam) products from its restaurants. Also,

biodiesel - fryer fat - is used to fuel its delivery
trucks. Employees frequently use smaller, electricpowered vehicles as well.
Campus Dining began recycling many years
ago with a cardboard recycling program, which
has since expanded to recycling other materials
- including plastic, glass, cans and paper - and
purchasing recycled products. Many on-campus
restaurants provide and utilize reusable plates
and flatware. Additionally, Campus Dining
provides refillable mugs, eliminating the need
for paper cups, and offers discounts to customers
who reuse them.
Biodegradable items such as produce trimmings,
coffee grounds, egg shells and other food wastes
are sent to the Cal Poly sustainable farm for
composting.
Many thanks to the campus community for
their efforts to reduce, reuse and recycle, which
has helped Campus Dining win this award for
the thirteenth consecutive time.
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“Cashmere Mafia” stars four attractive, mitldle-agetl, New York City
women as they navigate the corporate world (think “Sex and the City”).

‘Mafia’ not a hit

Dave Reap

MU MU.AN D A IIY (U . MU M U.AN)

Four overly aroused middle-aged women living in New York City. King a
bell? It you’re drawing a blank, then you probably haven’t seen HBO tor the
past in years. Fveryone and their brother (or sister, in this case) has seen an
episode oC’Sex and the ( aty. ” Fhe show was tremeiulously siit eesstlil — hell,
there’s even a “Sex and the ( aty” movie coming out this summer.
Now, how does this sound? Four slightly more .ittractive, overly arouseil
middle-aged women living in New York (aty. I hat's the not-quite-novel
concept behind Alices “('ashmere Matia.’’“('ashmere M.itia” is prettv much
“Sex and the C!ity” — they even have the same executive priniucer, D.irren
Star. But the show ’s lack ot creativity may not be such ,i b.id thing .MK"s gist
trying to give “Sex and the (aty’’Fans more oFw h.it thev want to see on tele
vision. There’s even a small chance that AB(' can improve on a battle-tesu d
TV tormula like ('W ’s “(iossip (¡ill’’did with Foxs“ I he O.C.”
In order to accomplish this ditFicult task, “(¡ashmere MaFia" puts a lot ot
stock in three potentially compelling elements - BlackBernes, Lucy I.iu ,md
a girl who is trying to discover her true sexual uientity.
The portrayal oFthe Four wtiinen as hard-wairking top executives is in
cessantly hammered home: to decide when they should meet For drinks, all
Four women must whip out their BlackBernes to glance over then schedules.
While the simultaneous checking oF personal planners gets old, the group's
Fixation on their jobs makes For somewhat captivating plot lines, for example,
in the pilot, one oFthe girls Faced otF.igainst her husband tor a promotion that
ultimately led to their separation. Fhe vvork-a-d.iy world gwes .mother di
mension to “C?ashniere Marta,” making it more like “Sex, jobs and the (¡ity. ”
Liu IS the primary draw here .is the three other iiiarta members, fTances
O ’Connor (“Bedazzled”), Miranda Otto (“Wiir oFthe Worlds”) and Bonnie
Somerville (“NYBD Blue”) have little TV or Film experience. But. the show ’s
success won’t hinge on Liu’s performance but on how the girls interact with
one another. While the four have the potential to Form an entertaining quar
tet, they still have a long way to go until they’re in the same league as the “Sex
and the City” group.
The most intsiguing element of the pilot came in the form of Somerville’s
character, Caitlin Dowd. She breathes life into a show that would otherwise
be too repetitive. Dowd is a marketing executive with a tough New York ac
cent and is without a husband or kids. In the pilot, she begins a relationship
with another woman. Somerville, not Liu, is the primary reason for watching
the show because her character provides much-needed breaks fk>m segments
dealing with jobs, husbands and children.
As hard as it may try, it seems all but certain that “Cashmere Marta” will
never overtake its predecessor in popularity or fame. But by utilizing the “Sex
and the City” formula, with moderate tweaking here and there, “Ca.shmere
Mafia” should draw in enough viewers to achieve some success.
S(x:iely of

W om en Engineers,

with Indust^
When:

Friday January 18,2008
Networking: 6pm
Dinner: 7pm

Where:

Embassy Suites Hotel
Madonna Rd. San Luis Obispo

$15 members
$30 non-members
All majors welcome!
Companies especially need Math, Science, Business
Com e to 40-120 for more information and tickets

_______ swe.calpoly.edu_______
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P o p C u l t u r e S h o c k T h e r a p y by Doug Bratton
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G i r l s & S p o r t s by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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AN ALIEN COMES TO TOWN TO
STUDY FEMALE EARTHLINfiS
^ MHY’RE ^C MY BOYFRIEND CARES
1 MORE ABOUT HIS NBA
YOU
TEAM THAN OUR
UPSET? /
^
RELATIONSHIP
J
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WWW popailturecomics com C Dou^ Bratton 2(XtK

BUT HE’S LOVED HIS
TEAM FOREVER. HE’S
ONLY KNOWN YOU FOR
A COUPLE OF YEARS

I SEE YOU’VE
DELVED INTO
FEMALE L06ÜC
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^Crossword

Across

35 Teen’s response
to a parent's
“No"

1 Like some
petticoats
5 Own up (to)
10 Bank with
significant
deposits?
14 Award for “Hot L
Baltimore"
15 Harness parts
16 W riter___
Stanley Gardner
17 Teen’s response
to a parent’s
“No"
20 Somme summer
21 Greek war god
22 Novelist Joyce
C aro l___
23 Blacken
24 Pumpkin pie
ingredient
26 Outdated
29 Musical Count
30 “Encore!"
31 Forest in “As
You Like It"
32 By way of

39 & 40 Change of
government
41 1973 #1 hit “___
an American
Band”
42 Basketball
position
43 Gushed
45 Subject to legal
damages
47 Like badly worn
tires
48 Peter of
“Casablanca"
49 “Howdy!”
50 Batman and
Robin, e.g
53 Teen’s response
to a parent's
“No"
57 Window section
58 Power problem
59 Mideast V I.P.
60 Narrow cut
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© Puzzles by Pappocom^

61 Wheels tor big
wheels
62 Folk singer
Seeger

L 'XJ

C o m p lete th e grid so that e ve ry row, co lum n and 3x3 box
co n tain s e ve ry d ig it from 1 to 9 in clu sively.

Down
1 Ear or leaf
feature
2 Be next to
3 Mention, as in a
court opinion

1:

'M.

f

4 To date
5 Couples’
destination?
6 Prevent through
intimidation
7 Pageant title
8 Country lodge

4 f

9 General on a
Chir>ese menu
10 Malign

4P

11 Steaming
12 Movie-set light
13 Plural suffix with
auction or
musket

r, ’

18 “Aren't you the
comedian?!”
19 Lugging
23 “Moonstruck”
actress
24 Point from which
there's nowhere
to go but up
25 Depletes, with
"up"
26 Meteor shooting
across the sky,
maybe
27 Aphrodite’s
domain
28 Sketched
29 Kennel club
listing
31 Tennis great
Agassi

2,

Tí

4F

5?

63

56

I
_ l
P u z z i* by G ail Grabow ski

32 Panorama
33 Memo jshrase
34 Like some
cheeses
36 “Absolutely!"

43 What the teen
wishes the
parent would do
instead
44 Land office map

45 Hometown_______ surgeon
related
38 Had to hand it
46 Tehran resident
to?
47 “Ex-x-xactlyl"
42 January
48 Kissers
birthstone
37

49 Havoc
50 I t ’s y o u r___ "
51 Military group
52 Nasty sort
54 Hi-speed
connection

3 7
9
4 6^
8
2
8
9
5

8
6
3
6 9 4
2
8
5
6 3
2 5
1
7
4
,8 9 3,
6 1
7
7
4

55 Non’s opposite
56 With it, once

V. EASY

#29

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute: or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.

Solution, tips, and com puterfim rw n a t | ^ ^

Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-AC R O SS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers; nytimes.com/leaming/xwords.

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
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The buzz
on caffeine

n e iv s e d i t o r
n iiw s d e s ig n e r

Check your
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w ir e e d it o r

PULSE

s p o rts e d it o r
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by Sarah Bailey
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-nei e bdstr.dge

a r t s d e s ig n e r Brooke Robertson
p h o t o e d i t o r Graig Mantle
p h o to g ra p h e rs

Bryan Beiike.

Nick Camacho, Ryan Polei, Greg
Smith
d e s ig n e d i t o r Lauren Rabaino
c o p y e d i t o r s W hitney Diaz, Jessica
Fond, Megan Madsen, Sara W right
l a y o u t m a n a g e r Andrew
Santos-johnson
a d v e r t i s in g c o o r d i n a t o r Jes
sica Lutey
a d d e s ig n e r s Laura Jew, Kelly
McCay, Sara Rudy, Andrew SantosJohnson, Melissa Titus
a d v e r t i s in g r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s
Julianne Baker; Sarah Carbonel, Cassie
Carlson, Megan Dilley Kaitlin Gallivan,
Patnek H a rt Gaby Horta, Charlotte
Lilley Jessica Schnoeden Kacy Shin,
Ashley Singer, Jennifer Venema, MaiChiVu, Reed Zelezny
f a c u l t y a d v is e r George Ramos
g e n e r a l m a n a g e r Paul Bittick

write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to ecirt letters fo r grammar; profani
ties and length. Letters, commentar
ies and cartoons do not represent
the views o f the Mustang Daily,
Please lim it length to 250 words. Let
ters should include the w riter's full
name, phone number, m ajor and class
standing. Letters must come from a
Cal Poly e-mail account. D o not send
letters as an attachment. Please send
the te x t in the body o f the e-mail.
B y e - m a il:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com
B y m a il:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
a i Fbly,SLO,CA 93407

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde
in publishing a daily newspaper fo r
the Cal Poly campus and the neigh
boring community. W e appreciate
yo ur readership and are thank
ful fo r your careful reading. Please
send your correction suggestions to

mustangdaily@gmall.com.

It's the third week of the quarttT, and you know what that means! It's
inidtcrm -takin’ time. For some college students, this means their caffeine
intake will be gradually increasing until the end of the quarter. CJatfeine can be used to help restore mental alertness for those of us that are
experiencing tiredness or fatigue. It is not intended to replace sleep on a
regular basis, but really, what college student doesn’t need some kind of
pick-me-up from time to time?
Around 90 percent of Americans consume catTeine m one form or
another every single day. More than half of all Americans consume more
than 300 milligrams of caffeine (the equivalent of three cups of coffee)
every day, making it America’s most popular drug by far. Among its
many actions, it operates using the same mechanisms that amphetamines,
cocaine and heroin use to stimulate the brain. This explains why some
of us can’t fathom getting through the morning without some source
of caffeine.
Caffeine is present in coffee, tea, soft drinks and, my personal fa
vorite, chocolate! The effects of caffeine are different for everyone. For
example, there are people who can drink coffee and fall right asleep, and
there are those that can barely drink decaf without feeling jittery. I’ve
heard multiple mixed reviews on caffeine, so I decided to give you both
sides of the story.
Cons
Caffeine does boost blood pressure, which might not be good for you
if it’s happening all the time. Repeated elevations in blood pressure and
increases in your reactions to daily stress that occur with caffeine intake
could boost the risk of heart disease.
C.affeine may cause nervousness, irritability, trouble sleeping, dizzi
ness or a pounding heartbeat. Some of the other down sides o f coffee is
that It can cause blurred vision, dry mouth, excessive urination, nausea,
stomachache and unusual thirst. Coffee withdrawals cause blood pres
sure to drop dramatically, causing an excess o f blood in the head and
leading to a headache.
Another negative aspect of caffeine results when it is mixed with al
cohol, such as the popular drink Red Bull and vodka.This creates a false
sense of alertness, which might make someone feel that they are sober
enough to drive. This dangerous mixture also increases heart rate and
possibly leads to increased liver damage.
Studies also prove that caffeine may cause the body to lose calcium,
and that can lead to bone loss over time. Caffeine stays in our bodies
between three and seven hours, and since coffee is a diuretic, it could
increase chances of dehydration and thus fatigue. Drinking caffeinated
soft drinks and coffee instead of milk can have an even greater impact
on bone density and the risk of developing osteoporosis.
Pros
Caffeine can boost both your mental and physical stamina. It makes
you more alert, boosting your concentration. Caffeine can help you work
out with longer endurance, increased muscle strength, less fatigue and
more rapid recovery. It increases the body’s metabolism by around 10

notices

have

The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum ." Student editors have
full authority to make all content
decisions w ithout censorship o r ad
vance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free news
paper; however; the removal o f m ore
than one copy o f the paper per day
IS subject to a cost o f 50 cents per
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C A F F E IN E
266 m g

Starbucks coffee

16 oz.
16 oz.

Decaf coffee

8oz.

320 m g
312 m g

Starbucks espresso

6.5 oz

150 m g

Starbucks frappuccino

9.5 oz

115m g

S

Arizona Iced Tea, black

16 oz.

32 m g

^

Nestea

8.3 oz

26 m g

M

Coke, regular or diet

12 oz.

47 m g

^

Pepsi, regular or diet

12 oz.

38 m g

0

M ountain Dew

12 oz.

51 m g

Dr. Pepper, regular or diet

12 oz.

42 m g

P

Monster Energy

16oz.

160 m g

z

Red Bull, sugar free

8.3 oz

®

Full Throttle

16 oz.

80 m g
144 m g

NoDoz

1 tablet

200 m g

9
JE
g

LAUREN RABAINO
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percent. Females metabolize caffeine 20 to 30 percent more quickly than
males. However, it can take twice as long to metabolize caffeine when
women are taking certain medications, such as oral contraceptives.
Caffeine has been shown to decrease liver cancer, asthma, diabetes,
Parkinson’s disease and colon cancer. Caffeine can also stop a headache,
boost mood and lift depression. There are oodles of antioxidants in cof
fee beans, some o f which become especially potent during the roasting
process. Decaf has the same antioxidant benefits as regular coffee. Drink
ing coffee that has been freshly roasted and brewed is more beneficial
than downing coffee that is stale or badly brewed.
If you want a gentler source of caffeine that also has antioxidant
benefits, try green tea. Certain compounds in green tea called catechins
have anti-oxidative, antibacterial and even antiviral potency. American
researchers reported that these same compounds inhibited the hardening
o f the arteries. Both green and black teas contain polyphenols, which
have been proven to prevent many types of cancers. If you want your
caffeine and a sweet treat, chocolate has a bit o f caffeine and appears to
be a particularly good source of antioxidants and may offer cardiovascu
lar benefits as well.
So now you are armed with the facts. Please drink responsibly.
Sarah Bailey is a nutrition senior, a Mustang Daily nutrition columnist and a
member of PULSE. E-mail her your questions at slhailey@calpoly.edu.
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The gender police state
Gabe Winant
THE STANEOHI) DAITY (STANIOHU)

When my freshman dorm played the game
“Crossing the Line” and the category was
“feminist,” only one guy in the dorm crossed.
It wasn’t me.
Later, a female friend asked me, “Gabe,
what the hell? Why didn’t you cross?” I ex
plained that I’d been at a performance of “The
Vagina Monologues” and so missed that fresh
man dorm exercise all-together.
My reason for not crossing was pretty
damn good. As for the rest of the guys on
my hall though, 1 don’t even know what
their problem was. 1 liked almost all of
them, and a lot are still my friends three
years later. Almost all of them would iden
tify themselves as liberals on social issues,
by any measure. But there they stood, feet
planted on the wrong side.
Seen from a broad historical viewpoint,
feminism’s failure and mi
sogyny’s tenacity markedly
stand out. Racism perhaps still
crouches deep inside
us, but nobody hesi
tates to declare sup
port for the

saders who drove it into hiding. Acceptance
of gay rights is becoming more widespread by
the day. So what the hell happened to femi
nism?
Obviously, a lot of people — men and
women both — blanch at the idea of iden
tifying as feminists, even when they are. How
many times have you heard someone say,“ I’m
not a feminist . . .” followed by a completely
agreeable and inoft'ensive statement about
equality? A lot of feminists seem to be in hid
ing or in denial.
More unsettling, though, is the stubborn
persistence of casual misogy
ny. It’s not too infrequently
that 1 hear guys, otherwise
classified as liberal and
tolerant, make semi-jok
ing comments about
women being unable
to drive. Substitute
“black
people” for
women, and judge for yourself.
Over break, 1 had a conversation with
my male friends from home in which
they each said they expected to marry a
woman who earned less.This doesn’t
even begin to address the huge
numbers of Stanford dudes who
profess egalitarian beliefs in pub
lic and then act like Victorians in
their private relationships.
.My mom likes to quote some
thing she overheard on a train in
Barcelona: “ El es comunista en la
calle, y fascista en la casa” — he's
a communist on the street and a
fascist in the house.
Nothing I've said up until now
is remotely original. It’s
information that’s obvi
ously available, singing
and dancing and doing a

sickening striptease right in front of you, if
only you’re willing to look — the enforce
ment of gender norms has spread into un
imaginable areas.
There’s an area of study in political psy
chology devoted to what’s called “the author
itarian personality.” The essence of the idea
is that there is a personality type that simply
cannot stomach social differences. The theory
was conceived in the wake of Nazism, and its
originators clearly had racial intolerance in
mind. But with racism driven underground,
maybe authoritarian energy needed some
where else to go.
When that one hallniate of mine crossed
the line freshman year, he knew' perfectly
well the definition o f feminism. But finding
himself the only male standing out, he looked
around and said, “ It just means you support
equality, right?”
It’s not a war between men and women,
and it’s not feminists who decided to interpret
It that way, to make it socially uncomfortable
to be alone on that side of the line.
People always say that feminists w'ant to
politicize everything, to gender things that
have no getuler.This is exactly backwards.The
fury directed at those who are perceived to be
gender-bending is visible wherever you look,
and it’s not pretty.
It doesn’t take a sharp eye to see the gender
police on p.itrol everywhere, watching who
talks in class, who comes to parties and even
who eats what.
So let's clear something up. There's a dif
ference between no longer being able to tell
everyone else what to do and being told what
to do. The space in between those two cir
cumstances is called equality.
When white guys h>ok at a world they no
longer run quite the way they used to, and
think,“ 1 am so oppressed,” they don't get any
sympathy.

Dude Mustang Daily — why
are you still letting this clown
write for you?! Was the amaz
ing amount o f negative feedback
about him not a HUGE clue how
the students feel about his w rit
ing??
— Michael
Response to “Avoiil disappointment
later, i^ive up now"

Hey Jackie, thanks for suggesting
to James that he keep the audi
ence in mind. I’d like to suggest
an idea for you too: “the audi
ence” does not have the same
view as you. I for one think that
the article was hilarious and not
ignorant at all, and I applaud
James for writing this informative
piece and further spreading real
news and education to the masses.
— Gautam R. Mehta
Response to "l^'ar James Koinan"

Lame ...This is college; some
people just need to grow up and
realize this. Although I suppose
the tact that all paint was water
soluble shows some maturity. :)
— Ryan
Response to "Poly students raiidalize
I ’C S li ianipiis hejore izantes"

This article is just as ridiculous
as Mr. Roman's article last week.
Shouldn't journalism be about
reporting the news? I find no hu
mor in printing obscene language.
I think 1 am going to cancel my
subscription to this ridiculous
paper.
— Tom
Response to "ll 'liy / hate \¡eiterali:ations ”

MARGARFT SC.OIT NEWSART

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Why I hate uptight
people
To all you highly offended
readers out there: grow a sense of
humor, you pansies.
I read James Roman’s infa
mous column, and then guess
what 1 did? I didn’t whine or cry
about it, I didn’t think of all the
w'ays it hurt race relations in this
country, and 1 didn’t immediately
write a list of all the different
countries m Europe my ancestors
came from ... I laughed. Because
it was funny.
Maybe it’s because I don’t
drive a gas-pissing battle sta
tion, or maybe it’s because I’m
actually 1/32 black (you can tell
from my blinding white tan),
but surprisingly enough, 1 wasn’t
horribly otTended by it. More
likely it’s because I understand
words like “sarcasm” and “selfdeprecating humor,” and I’m not
even an English major!
But I have to congratulate
you on one thing: you finally
managed to conjure up some
moral outrage. That’s a good
start.
Now, take that anger and ap
ply it to something that actually
MATTERS.We face issues like
war (that we’re fighting for who
knows what reason anymore),
torture, wholesale stripping of

civil liberties, rampant disregard
of global warming, and 24/7
news coverage of Anna Nicole
Smith, and most of you couldn’t
care less. But someboely makes
fun of your Burger King or
der and your choice of bumper
adornment, and suddenly you’re
up in arms?
Cirow up and get over your
self. I’m sorry that your frag
ile suburbanite ego has been
bruised, but you just proved the
column right.
Andy Scott
Mechanical ctijihieerin^ senior

Eminem? More like adhom inem !
In his recent article — and
1 use the term “article” loosely
— Ian Nachreiner w rote,“Ron
Paul is crazy.” I thought that the
Mustang Daily w'as above such
BASELESS ad-hominem attacks,
but apparently NOT.
The fact of the matter is
that Mr. Nachreiner and the
rest of the SHILLS who have
been bashing C?ongressman Dr.
Ron Paul do not even know
the values for which he stands
to uphold. Dr. Paul plans to end
racist drug legislation, bring back
the (iold Standard and end IL
LEGAL governmental agencies
such as the IRS and the Federal
Reserve Bank — among other
things.
In summation. Dr. Ron Paul’s
Libertarian ideals are the epit
ome of American ideals — and
are anything but “crazy.” Perhaps

next time, before making such
unwarranted attacks. Ian will
think to first (ioogle Ron Paul.
Ryan Moriarty
l^hysics junior

So w hat’s the point?
“Where the hell were all of
(us) when people were hatin’ on
multiculturalism like a month
ago?” We were exactly where all
of you have been for the last 10odd days, Adrian.
You cannot have it both
ways. IF (and I do say “ IF”)
Roman’s article was in the same
category as other unfair-ethnicgeneralization articles — AND
we are primarily interested in
uniformity of justice (as opposed
to, say, cheap shots or payback)
— then all such articles ought to
invite the same response by all
groups, no matter which group
was targetted.
Should us white guys back otT
because the article was written
by “one of us”? The identity of
the author does not modify the
content of the message (though
it may modify the content of the
metamessage, which can be per
ceived as clever by some, betrayal
by others). Minorities are at least
as vociferous toward those who
dare to criticize their own.
You could make the alterna
tive argument that the unfairness
is derived not so much from any
one instance but from the the
uniform and persistent presenta
tion of such material in general.
This would seem to me to con-

stitute a stronger position.
“Score one point for under
represented groups!”? What is
your goal, here?
Just for the record, I think
that Roman’s article, while taste
less and unfunny, wasn’t racist.
Life is a learning experience and
everyone can afford to cut every
one else a little slack.
Eric Baldwin
Electrical enijineerinfi senior

Dear Cal Poly alumni
and President Baker,
What is appalling and unac
ceptable to a former athlete, and
dual major graduate and de
gree holder from Cal Poly (the
architecture and design leader
amongst colleges in the United
States), is that when the “new
baseball/softball and football
stadium renovations” were per
formed, not one forethought or
design element was added to in
clude any type of concessions to
the environments? Buying hotdogs from under a blue tarp is by
no means progress or respectable
within the NCAA — Big West
athletic community. President
Baker,The Alumni Association
and The Foundation, should all
be ashamed o f your “updated”
stadiums!
Please pass my contempt
along to those whom might
make a difference. Until then.
Cal Poly will not receive a dime
o f my alumni money.
Lisa Blair
Cal Poly alumna ‘91

“(The Ron Paul) revolution is
not going to work.” “Thompson
is my man ... I’ll just have to cross
my fingers.” For a man who seems
to be so sure about the future of
Dr. Paul’s campaign, you seem to
be in la-la land with your vision
of “Mr. Conservative” Thom p
son’s campaign. Really, time for a
reality check. Ron Paul beat Fred
Thompson in New FHmpshire
and Michigan by a fairly substan
tial margin and almost doubles
Thompson in total primary votes
thus far. Honestly, if freedom is
that “crazy” to you, maybe you
should think about living in
another country. Take your adhominem attacks elsewhere.
— Matthew
Response to "IVill the real presiden
tial candidate please stand up"
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Heron Williams and Brandon Roy.
18) Washington Wizards - C")!! Jan. 12, the
Wizards beat the Celtics. Soon afterward, Gil
bert Arenas announced he w'ill opt out of his
contract to sign with a contender. C')n Jan. 14,
the Wizards beat the Celtics again. The point
is: nobody cares what Arenas says or does any
more.
l‘>) Sacramento Kings - Ron Artest thinks
they can make a run at the playofts now that

S ports

everybody is back ... by far the craziest thought
he has ever had.
20) Indiana Pacers - Mike nunleavy,Jr. is
leading a team in scoring?
21) C'hicago Bulls - The only big headline
we should be reading about them is how they
are still one of the NBA’s biggest disappoint
ments.
22) Charlotte Bobcats - M.J. should lace
up the Nikes and mentor the young guys like
he did with Kwame Brown ...
23) L.A. Clippers - They are making a case
for Elton Brand to win the MVP award next

Faith
Espresso
In a busy world, sometimes you
need to remember what’s really important.
Reconnect with your faith once
a week over espresso with other members
of the Cal Poly and Cuesta Communities.
Café C ristiano is held in the
Fellowship Hall at Zion L utheran
C hurch on Foothill at Santa Rosa walking distance from Cal Poly.
It is a perfect retreat for you,
offering good conversation, great
music and inspriring discussions.
Come join us every W ednesday
evening at 6 o^clock.

Explore the Bible with
a contemporary edge
Café C ristiano.
Wednesdays at 6 o ’clock

For more information, visit w w w .zionslo.com
or call 543-8327

24) Philadelphia 76ers - I know they will
have a lot of cap room this summer, but why
would anybody want to sign with a team that
ran Iverson out of town?
25) Milwaukee Bucks - I know Yi Jianlian was worried about the Chinese market
in Milwaukee, but what about the embarrass
ment of having to suit up for an awful team?
26) Memphis Grizzlies - They make me
want to take back my comment about the
Utah Jazz.
27) Seattle Supersonics - Another conspir
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Women’s tennis team
loses a t top-25 opponents
The Cal Poly women’s tennis
team had a busy holiday week
end, traveling south to take on
two ranked teams. No. 18 Pepperdine and No. 3 UCLA.
The Mustangs suffered their
first loss o f the young season on
Sunday, falling 5-2 to Pepperdine.
•,
Cal Poly (.2-2) scored points
from juniors Shannon Brady and
Whitney Peterson, and also re
corded a doubles victory by, Di
ane Filip arid Maria Malec.
Filip and Malec won their
match over Jill Braverman and
Alex Liles 8-2. But the Mustangs
couldn't seize the opportunity
and capture the doubles point,
dropping the other two games.
Brittany Blalock and Steffi
Wong tasted defeat for the first
time this season, losing a com
petitive match to Bi.mca Dulliheru and Svlvi.i Kos.ikowski
8-(). Amy M arkliott, ,nul Br.uU
teamed up against Anctc Ban-

dere and Anamkia Bhargava of
Pepperdine, falling 8-4.
Brady and Peterson were
both able to recover from drop
ping the first set in their singles
matches. Brady defeated 'Liles
3-6, 6-0, 6-2 while Peterson
beat.Bandere 4-6, 6-2, 6-3. The
other four matches all resulted in
straight-set losses for Cal Poly.
O j i Monday, the Mustangs
were swept by the Bruins, 7-0 at
the Los Angeles Tennis Center.
UCLA’s Riza Zalameda and
Yasmin Schnack edged Blalock
and Wong 8-5. Brady and Markhoff fell to Ashley Joelson and
Alex McGoodwin 8-6.
Filip’posted the best singles
scores for Cal Poly, losing to
Stephanie Wetmore 6-3, 7-5.
The Mustangs will take the
court against Utah in Eugene,
Ore. at 10 a.m. Saturday.
Swimming and diving
team s rebound from
losses to UC Davis
Both the C'al Poly nien’s and
\vomcn's swimming and diving
teams beat C;.il State Northridge
at the C'al PoK Recreation (\m ter on Mond.iv
file C al PoK ,\u)inen wim
I72-‘H. .nul the men sw.nn b\

the Matadors 159-107.
On the women’s side, the
Mustangs claimed 14 of 16
events against their Big West
Conference foe.
Senior Stacey Sorensen won
the 100 backstroke (1:00,05), the
50 freestyle (24.2) and the 100
freestyle (52.84) on behalf o f Cal
Poly.
Thg Mustangs’ Karin Schle
icher, meanwhile, won the 200
freestyle in 1:56,12 and the 400
individual medley in 4:38.15.
Freshman Gloria Benefield
paced the competition in the
200 butterfly, at 2:04.13, and in
the 500 freestyle, at 5:02.73,
Cal Poly’s men won 10 of
their 16 everits, respectively.
Freshman Kyle Smith won
both butterfly events for the
Mustangs, at 1:53.39 in the, 200
and 51.57 in the 100.
C'arter Ikicliards claimed the
loo breaststroke in 57.20 and
the 200 breaststroke in 2:06.13,
while Matthew Waggoner fin
ished first in the I(»00 freestyle
at 9:39.22, aiul also the 500 free
style, at 4:45.20.
I’cter KIme won the 4 0 0 indi-

\ ulu,il incdlcx .It 4 :1 1.3* •.
flic Must,mgs host IVppcrdme .It Io .1 . 1 1 1 . S,itnrd,i\.

Women’s

2008 ÄS1 Campus Directory
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ASI Student Government
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No student fees used in
publishing this directory

Pick appetizers for ^
with purchase of 2 beverages.

Pick up your copy at the
UU Info Desk,
Rec Center,
Children’s Center or
Student Governm ent

Sunday - Thursday
10 pm - 5 am

T>enny’s

Dmitry Bisk is mi iinmuil science senior mid a Mus
hing Daily sports columnist.

11:43 left.
But the physical, high-energy pace took its toll on Cal
lY)ly, as UCSB began to beat the press.
continued from page 16
Cal Poly’s starting trio of guards — Anderson, Stewart
and
Tamara Wells — all lo^ed more than 26 minutes.
the sixth time she has reached double figun.*s in the past
“We couldn’t hamlle their speed near the end,’’ Mimseven games.
naugh
said. “Their ball handler w"as getting around us, so
Cal Poly’s w'oes continued the entia* first half, shooting
25 percent (7 of 28) overall and committing 10 turnovers we tried to cheat up and pick off a few passes, but they
threw over our heads for easy opportunities.”
on the way to trailing 35-25.
When they' w'eren’t getting lay-ups, the Gauchos were
Things may have been out of hand for the Mustangs if
not for Kristina Santiago’s seven points off the bench. She converting at the free-throw' line, making 15 of their 17
attempts fiom the charity’ stripe in the second half as they
finished with nine.
Coming out of the break. Cal Poly tried to claw»back pulled away in the final minutes.
Cal Poly doesn’t have time to dwell on the loss for
into the game by using a fiill-court press to keep the UCSB
long.
offense off Kalance.
The Mustangs are entering a critical stretch of the sea
For a while it worked, and a string of turnovers and
missed shots by UCSB early in the second half allowed son in which five of their next six contests are on the road,
Cal Poly to hang around, getting as close as 41-34 with,^ starting w'itli Pacific at 7 p.m.Thursday.

After studying. Before studying.
While studying. Forget studying

3

acy theory:The NBA will only allow the Sonics to move if they relocate to the East Coast so
more people can watch Kevin Durant on TV.
28) New York Knicks —Sadly, Isiah Thomas
is becoming the Britney Spears of the NBA.
29) Miami Heat -T h e combination of l)wyane Wade and O.J. Mayo sounds pretty good.
30) Minnesota Timberwolves —I am going
to have to go out on a limb here and say that
Kevin McHale isn’t going to win GM of the
Year.

Valid only at: 208 Madonna Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
805-543-3138
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Mustangs dominate Westmont in opener
Kory Harbeck
M U S IA N !. D A IIY

“Lots of energy today!” shouted
head coach Justin Mciirath as his
CLil Poly men’s tennis team took
the court for its first dual match of
the season.
The young Mustangs took the
advice to heart as they rolled over
Westmont 7-0 Saturday afternoon
at Mustang C'ourts.
Only three players returned
from last season’s Big West CTmference regular-season title team, but
the four players making their C!al
Poly debuts showed why the team
still has aspirations to build on last
year’s success.
“ 1 thought vve showed some
nerves, but we fought through that
and finished strong,” McCirath said.
“We got off the courts quickly,
which is always good. 1 thought
It was important to get one under
our belt.”
C!al Poly set the tone early,
sweeping the three doubles match
............
es to earn the doubles point, junior
Andy (ierst, a Washington transfer,
teamed with freshman Joel AherGREG SMITH m u s t a n g d a i l y
berg to win their match 8-2.
Robert Foy and the Cal Poly men’s tennis team followed their season“We’re still trying to get a feel
for each other in practice, but it opening win over Westmont by falling a day later at Fresno State, 5-2.
felt good to get out and start the
matches. Young cruised to a 6-0, McGrath added. “And Gerst was
season,” (ierst said.
The other doubles matches 0-0 victory, while (ierst handled gritty in his match.”
Aaron Cooke 6-0, 6-2.
No one on the team says they
were both won 8-3, as junior Darexpect
smooth sailing for the rest
Wardman
and
freshman
Drew
ryn Young and sophomore Robert
iary used powerful v’olleys to dis Jacobs were also dominant in their of the season.
matches, both dropping just one
("fn Sunday, the Mustangs trav
patch their opponents.
game over two sets.
eled
to Fresno State and fell to I-I
“ It’s g!)od to get through the
“ I thought the two boys from after a 5-2 loss.
first one,” LOy said.“ It’s good to be
Their next match is at Pepperchallenged, and face pressure po So(kil (lacobs and Wardman)
were
impressive
in
their
debut,”
dine at 0:30 a.m. Saturday.
sitions so that when critical situa
tions arrive, you’re ready.”
After being down 2-1, junior
Need "Mat/\^ScapL
Nick Berger and freshman Blake
su |d o |ku
M en ’s F a c ia ls - B a c k W a xin g
To d a y ’s S o l u t i o n s
Wardman rallied to win five of the
B ro w S c u lp tin g
next SIX points.
'Private 1-on-1 Atmosphere
“We played a little tentative the
•Not your Regular salon..
first few games, but we were able
9 1 4 3 8 7 5 6 2
Call for an appoint
to relax, be more aggressive and hit
£ ■
u
1
4
7
2 8 5
6 9
3
through our shots.” Berger said.
I\ ^
That confidence spilled over
6 3 7 2 4 5 8 9 1
mtt) the singles matches, w ith only
7 9 1 5 2 6 3 8 4
one lasting to a third set. Aherberg
4 6 3 8 9 1 7 2 5
dropped the first set against Kyle
5 2 8 7 3 4 6 1 9
(iodtrey m his singles match but
1 7 2 4 5 8 9 3 6
resp»>nded well to win 3-0, 0-2,
8 4 9 6 1 3 2 5 7
0-4. boy won 0-2,0-3 against Kent
Stormaiis.
3 5 6 9 7 2 1 4 8
1 he Mustangs dropped only
four games m the remaining four
(SOS) y-S&> - 4 W A

Men’s
continuedfrom page I ft

play, and behire the lU-mmute
mark, the g.mie was within three
points on either side.
But the (iauchos took the lead
for good at 16-13 at the 11:30
mark on a l\)well 3-pomter.
They led by as many as 1 1 m
the first half and 21 m the sec
ond.
Bromley said his team did not
do a good job defending off the
dribble but did well in the low
post, as the Gauchos scored just
16 points in the paint.
Keeping the ball m front of
themselves, though, was tough
for the Mustangs as the game
went on, Bromley said, because

“fatigue (became) a factor m the
game.”
Aside fnmi Harris’ outstand
ing performance, Bromley said
he was happy with the amount
of assists his team allowed (14).
Both teams had 12 turnovers,
and U(!SB out-rehounded (kil
Poly 36-30.
“ I’m glad It was a decent
basketball game,” Bromley said.
“Sometimes these rivalries don’t
amount to much and both teams
play really sloppy. Both teams
actually played pretty well and
pretty hard.”
('lark agreed that despite the
Mustangs’ struggles, it hasn’t
been from a lack of trying.
“ 1 thought we battled hard
tonight,” he said.“The effort was
there.”

Study Abroad this Summer!
Queretaro

MEXICO
• June 21 - July 1 9 ,2 0 0 8 •

Student Info Session
Thurs., Jan. 24, 11 a.m.
Cal Poly, Erhart Ag.Bldg. (10) Room 222
8 units of (!al Poly credit (4 units in Spanish and 4 units upper
division (rE) • Room and board with a ho.st family

C a l Po l y C o n t in u in g E d u c a t io n
ANn U niversity O ltr e a c u
(805) 756-2053

www.continuing-ed.calpoly.edu/travel.html

ARINO IS CARI
C - i n ä |l

U iis A ^ c p y @

uiuiui.fflu/l^gdciily.nel
(Hey, it’ll give you something to talk to Mom about.)

CLASSIFIEDS
H E L P W A N TED

FO R S A L E

ANNOUNCEMENTS

H O U S IN G

LOST AND FOUND

Earn CASH for O pinions.
I’aid I’ocLis G roups com ing .
soon to your area. Register
online at: http:// vvvvvv.q-insights.com / respondent.htm l
We currently have groups for
apartm ent, condo, or house
renters between the age of
18-64 years old. Interested?
Please Call (800) 884-3102

Purebred Border Collie
Puppies for sale. Born D e
cem ber 6. 2()()7. American
Border Collie registered
(916)704-5357

The Heart o f Christianity
.loin a book study o f M arcus
Borg's book that sees
Christianity as a dynam ic
relationship with God rather
than a religion o f rules and
propositions. Get the book
“ Heart o f C hristianity” at El
Corral or at the study:
T hursdays all quarter from
11:10-noon, Building 52
Room E46. Led by Lutheran
C am pus Ministry. 542-0260

Eree List o f all Houses and
C ondos Lor Sale in SEC).
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 OR email sie v ed
slohom es.com

EOvST M onthly Planner Reward - black zippered
planner w/ address book lost
on cam pus Dec 2(K)7 finals,
$100 reward. (775) 287-4896

Place your ad today! Visit
w w w.m ustangdaily.net/
classifieds

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Raise the Respect
Educating student about
injustices and current issues.
Take Action!
RaisetheR espect@ gm ail.com

SHOUT OUTS!
Eree every Thursday!
Siihmil by Tuesday

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
www.mustangdaily.net/
classifieds
Place your ad today!

LO ST Purse left at Cam pus
M arket. Please call Janellc at
(805) 234-3830
Lost som ething ?
Place your ad today! Call
(805) 756-1143 or visit our
website!

Jî'j.

SPO R TS

mustangdaily.net
Tuesday, January 22, 2008

SPORTS e d i t o r : 1Jonovan Aird
ASST. SPORTS e d i t o r : Rachel Gellnian
mustanj4dulysports(ai,gmail.com
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UC SANTA BARBARA 75, C A L PO LY 60

\ n

Gauchos outgun Mustangs

C0MM6NTARV

Boston on
the way to
another ring^

Cal Poly loses for sixth time in seven games
Rachel Gellman
MUMANi; DAILY
The energy and eagerness
was tliere at Mott Gym in Satur
day night’s Central Coast rivalry
match-up between the UC Santa
Barbara and C'al Poly m en’s bas
ketball teams — but the basket
wasn’t too receptive of the ball
when a Mustang released it.
Cal Poly shot a season-low 10.5
percent from the 3-point line (2 of
19) on the way to a 75-60 defeat
in its third-straight Big West C on
ference loss.
“We had some good looks and
they didn’t go in,’’ Cal Poly head
coach Kevin Bromley said. “That’s
kind of been our story to this
point.”
Senior UCSB guard Alex Har
ris, meanwhile, hit 5 of his 9 shots
from deep while dropping a seasonhigh 31 points.
As a team, the Gauchos made 10 of
20 shots from 3-point range.
“ It’s been proven that those kids
can make shots. And they were open
shots, too,” said Bromley, who called
the (iauchos’ use of the 3-pointer a
“neutralizer” and a “big weapon.”
The Gauchos (14-4,3-2 Big West),
who made just 20 total field goals,
fired better from behind the 3-point
line (50 percent) than they did inside
of it (30 percent), but they received
an ortensive boost from the freethrow line, where they garnered 25
unguarded points.

r/ieGIVE
and GO

Dmitry Bisk
ON THE NBA

t:
Sophomore guard Lorenzo Keel
er also had a team-high 12 points for
the Mustangs (6-11, 1-4 Big West).
Clark said Harris was definitely
the focus of the Mustangs defense,
yet he was crafty in drawing fouls
and more importantly, proficient at
the free-throw line.
Sophomore guard James Powell
added 20 points for UCSB thanks to
a trio of 3-pomters. He made 9 of
12 free throws while dishing out five
assists and grabbing five rebounds.
Although 10 Mustangs scored, no
one reached double digits aside from
Clark and Keeler.
“We don’t have a go-to guy,” Bro
mley admitted. “When things break
down, a lot of times that go-to guy
(could) make a shot or take over.”
.The Mustangs opened the con
test with defensive energy, as senior
forward Dreshawn Vance had three
blocks in his first eight minutes of

Harris was L]uick on the attack and
got him self to the line often, making
10 o f 12 free throws.

“You take his free throws away, and
he has 21 points,” said junior Cal Poly
guard Trae Cdark, who had 12 points
and four assists on the night.

see Men’s, page 15
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BEN ROZAK m u s t a n g

d a il y

Top: Cal Poly’s Titus Shelton drives toward the basket Satur
day at Mott Gym. Above: The Mustangs’ Matt Hanson (34)
shoots over a UC Santa Barbara defender’s outstretched arm.

UC SANTA BARBARA 7 5, C A L PO LY 58

In first place no more
Mustangs fall into third place with
loss to Big West Conference rival
Kory Harbeck
m u s t a n l ; d a il y
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RYAN POLEI m u s t a n g d a i l y
Kristina Santiago of Cal Poly elevates for a shot
over UC Santa Barbara’s Kat Suderman in the
Mustangs’ 75-58 loss at Mott Gym on Saturday.

In a battle between Big West C'onference
heavyweights, the UC Santa Barbara women’s
basketball team delivered a first-round blow that
Cal Poly never fiilly recovered ftom.
Falling behind 9-2 early. Cal Poly trailed
thmughout, stru ^in g to find a rhythm oiFensively in a 75-58 defeat Saturday .afternoon at
Mott Gym.
In a match-up of two teams with undefeated
conference records, UCSB (10-6, 5-0 Big West)
made an early bid for Big West supremacy in a
physical contest that dropped Cal Poly (7-11,4-1
Big West) into a tie for third.
“This was a contest of wills, and we didn’t
match their physical play,” said Cal Poly head
coach Faith Mimnaugh. “It was a fight, and
(UC) Santa Barbara knocked us out today.”
Cal Pbly struggled to match the size advan
tage UCSB had inside. Six-foot-4 center Kat

Suderman scored 14 points and grabbed a gamehigh six rebounds for the Ciauchos, and forwaal
Ashlee Brown came off the bench to make all six
of her shots fixim the Htxir to finish with a teamhigh 15 points in just 15 minutes.
Cal Poly was out-rebounded 36-31 and com
mitted 20 turnovers w'hile shcwting 35.7 percent
ftom the floor.
Senior guard Sparkle Anderson led the Mus
tangs with 12 points and six as.sists. She also fin
ished with four rebounds and a steal.
Playing in ftont of a crowd of 1,172, the Mus
tangs’largest since 2003, Cal Poly was stifled early
by a swarming Gauchos defense.
The Mustangs missed 14 of their first 17 shots,
including several contested looks from pointblank range before Ashlee Stewart hit (3al Poly’s
first 3-pointer of the night to trim the deficit to
seven, at 21-14 with 9;11 left in the first half.
“(UC) Santa Barbara is .ilways a physical
team,” Cal Poly forward Megan Harrison said.
“They applied a lot of pressure, but we were still
able to get the shots we wanted. We just couldn’t
get them to fall tonight.”
Harrison finished with 10 points, making it
see Women’s, page 14

Mere weeks remain until the
NBA All-Star break. Nearly halfway
through the season, here is a break
down of every team in the league,
ranked from first to worst.
1) Boston Celtics - Three AllStars, 10-0 against their division,
11-0 against the Western Confer
ence, 7-3 in their past 10 games, and
an overall record of 33-6. Enough
said.
2) San Antonio Spurs - Heard
this one before:‘Is it April yet? No?
Well then let’s just stick to cruise
control.’
3) Dallas Mavericks - All Dirk
Nowitzki needed was a summerlong exile in Australia with a wooly
beard and two wins against the War
riors to finally get rolling again.
4) New Orleans Hornets - Scary
thought: Chris Paul has yet to play
to his full potential.
5) Phoenix Suns - How much
longer can Steve Nash’s aching back
carry these guys?
6) I,.A. Lakers - Conspiracy the
ory: Lakers’ team doctors reported
that Andrew Bynum is only going
to be out two months, just to give
Kobe Bryant some hope while the
trade deadline passes.
7) Detroit Pistons - Poor man’s
(Eastern Conference) San Antonio
Spurs.
8) Utah Jazz - I have never seen
an NBA team do so little with so
much.
9) Orlando Magic — C'ompare
Hedo Turkoglu’s 18.7 points per
game to Rashard Lewis’ 18.6. Now
compare their contracts.
10) Golden State Warriors Monta Ellis can be the first player
to win the Most Improved Player
award twice.
11) Denver Nuggets — Allen
Iverson dribbles down the court and
shoots. Carmelo Anthony dribbles
di>wn the court and shoots. Iverson
dribbles down the court and shoots.
Anthony dribbles down the ...
12) New Jersey Nets — May
be Jason Kidd needs to get more
“headaches.”
13) Portland Trailblazers - Am
1 still the only person ncjt sold on
them just yet?
14) Cleveland Cavaliers - All hail
King James and the defending East
ern Conference chu — err, 1 mean
— champs.
1.5) Toronto Raptors - I should
have bumped them up a couple
more spots after Chris Bosh made
his All-Star ballot commercial.
16) Houston Rockets —T-Mac
cries after first-round playoff exits
and laughs at trade rumors.
17) Atlanta Hawks — A few
guards they could have drafted in
stead of more forwards: Chris Paul,
see N B A , p a g e 1 4

